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My teaching philosophy is that it is critical to help your students build connections between what they are working on and other aspects of their life, be they personal projects
or what they are learning in other classes. This allows not only for students to make more
meaningful connections and grow as students. By creating projects that explore core concepts, students can apply their knowledge and develop their style through experimentation.
Key to this is striving to understand how different students learn and helping them to understand the material in however it makes the most sense to them. By understanding the
needs and progress of students well it is possible to create an inclusive environment where
students feel comfortable to be themselves and ask questions, thus allowing for an overall
better experience. This philosophy is based not only on my personal experience as a student and as a teacher, but also on instructional literature that emphasizes the importance
of connecting knowledge to real-world projects that provide a solid foundation in which to
explore more theoretical topics.
Teaching influences. As a student, I’ve experienced several classes that were particularly
well designed and led to excellent learning experiences. One of these was a class that initially
drew me into STEM and that I later helped to run, Introduction to Engineering, where
each class session was designed to first teach concepts and then apply them in a team-based
project, such as building a trebuchet or designing a circuit. This approach is highly effective,
with key parts of Bloom’s taxonomy being the introduction of knowledge via teaching being
extended by the application of the knowledge and synthesis with the knowledge. Later in
the class when we designed our own projects we then got to evaluate the different decisions
we were making. This class overall was an excellent example of how to apply good teaching
principles in a project-based class.
I helped to implement a similar approach when I was a teaching assistant during my Ph.D.
for Introduction to Artificial Intelligence. This class was aimed at upper-level computer
science majors but often included students from a range of other majors. That term, I
designed and ran an ongoing project, where teams iterated on a Gomoku-playing program
applying principles they learned from lectures. This allowed both for a specific application
of their knowledge and a test of their comprehension, but also an analysis of the different
game engine designs and what each offered. Some teams took this farther, turning to an
evaluation of environmental choices such as language, different programming techniques, or,
in one particularly interesting case, bending the rules to get a jump on the other player.
This class not only engaged the students in the material at hand; it drew them into the
larger narrative of what they were learning throughout the term and helped them make
connections to other subjects. Further, it drew them into conversations within their group
and with other groups, comparing approaches and helping to bridge their backgrounds and
experiences.
Teaching philosophy. There are two key aspects to implementing my teaching philosophy.
The first is to approach classes as a series of projects that are realistic and engaging and build
well upon each other. The second is to be able to give students fast and helpful feedback
that is tailored to them and their understanding. Real-world projects can be difficult at an
introductory level since they often leverage advanced topics. However, introductory classes
can adapt to this by providing a framework for developing an understanding. One class I was
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a TA for, Accelerated Object-Oriented Concepts has done this well by giving the framework
for a piano and having the students fill in the rest of the keys. This took a common object
and let students work in a way that helps them use their knowledge and intuition.
Quick, tailored feedback is also difficult because responding to students can take time,
especially now that classes are often hybrid or remote, and timeshifting is commonplace
for many students. However, a class I took, Machine Learning, was an excellent example
of giving feedback to students in real-time. For each project, each of which consisted of
implementing aspects of neural networks, an exhaustive set of unit tests that identified
common errors were additionally supplied. This allowed each student to quickly determine
where their code was running into trouble and contact the professor as needed. While this
does not fully conform to the needs of the student, it helps the instructor better understand
where a student’s understanding is and get a better sense of their needs, as well as helping
the professor quickly get up to speed on the students’ problems.
Experience. I have previously been a teaching assistant at several levels ranging from
introductory freshman-level classes to senior-level classes. During my undergraduate degree
and as an M.S. student, I was a TA for both an introductory level engineering class and a
class that aimed to introduce computer science to freshman non-majors by way of puzzles.
For both of these classes, I had an active role in designing and running individual classes and
labs. During my Ph.D., I was TA for both the introductory Accelerated Object-Oriented
Concepts, and for the upper-level classes Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing, Introduction
to Artificial Intelligence, Operating Systems, and Computer Networks. In these classes my
responsibilities ranged from organizing and running review sessions, presenting as a guest
lecturer in class, and helping students outside of office hours.
Potential classes. Having already worked on a range of classes across multiple disciplines
and different learning styles, I feel comfortable teaching a wide range of classes. At the
undergraduate level, this would include classes in machine learning, mobile-oriented development, and computer architecture. In addition, I would be interested in a wide range of
introductory programming topics, as I particularly enjoyed working with these students in
the past. At the graduate level, I would be comfortable teaching courses in cloud computing,
mobile computing, and systems for deep learning applications. While moving courses online
can be difficult, computer science is uniquely able to be completed remotely. Thus I would
be interested in working to optimize classes for online and would be glad to help encourage
students to learn how to best work remotely and best utilize available online tools.
My experience on both sides of academia has helped me see a range of techniques that
were both effective and engaging. Project-based learning is central to this as it not only
interested me in STEM initially but also has helped me reach a diverse set of students.
Helping draw students from all backgrounds and experiences to STEM is important to me
as I believe every student can benefit from technical education, as well as the community
growing from the diversity. This is core to what drove me to pursue my Ph.D. and I think
it is essential to help students find something they truly are excited for and interested in. I
very much look forward to getting help students to learn and find this same excitement for
their field as I have.
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